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How would you use…?
What examples can you find…?
How would you solve ___ using what you’ve learned?
How would you organise ___ to show…?
How would you show your understanding of…?
What approach would you use to…?
What other ways would you plan to…?
What would happen if…?
What faces would you select to show…?

Do you agree with the actions/outcomes?
What is your opinion of…?
How would you prove?...disprove…?
Can you assess the value or importance…?
Would it be better if…?
Why did the characters choose to…?
What would you recommend…?
How would you rate…?
How could you determine…?
What choice would you have made…?
Why was it better that…?

Comprehension

Explain what is happening?
How would you classify…?
Which is the best answer?
Can you tell me in your own words?
What can you say about…?
How would you compare/contrast…?
How is ___ alike? How is it different?
What facts or ideas show…?
What is the main idea of…?

Analysis

Can you list 3…?
Can you recall…?
How did ___ happen?
How is…?
How would you describe/explain?
What is…?
When did…? (When did it happen?)
Which one?
Who were the main…?
How would you show…?
Why did…?

What are the parts or features of …?
How is ___ related to …?
Why do you think…?
What is the theme…?
What motive is there…?
Can you list the parts…?
What inference can you make…?
What conclusions can you draw…?
Can you identify the different parts of…?
What evidence can you find…?
Can you distinguish between…?

Evaluation

Synthesis

Application

Knowledge

Self Quizzing Question Stems

What changes would you make to solve…?
How would you improve…?
What would happen if…?
Can you elaborate on the reason…?
Can you give an alternative…?
Can you invent…?
How could you change or modify the plot?
What way would you design…?
Suppose you could ___ what would you do?
Can you predict the outcome if…?
Can you construct a model of…?

3

Knowledge, Notes and Quizzes
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Can I write in paragraphs?

iteracy mat

The TIPTOP rule

You move onto a new paragraph when
you change time, place, topic or
person.
1.

I always start an essay with an
introduction which addresses the
question.

2. I finish an essay with a conclusion to
summarise the main points of my
argument and to address the
question again.
3. I use connectives in each paragraph
to link my ideas and to put them in a
logical order.
oFurthermore
oWhereas
oNevertheless
oAlternatively
oConsequently

oBut
oSince
oYet
oTherefore
oBesides

oMeanwhile
oNonetheless
oHowever
oAlthough
oMoreover

Have I used the correct grammar?
I am aware that I must use language
that is appropriate to my reader.
 No slang that lesson was bangin’
 No informal language I’m gonna do my
homework now
Other things to consider:
 I am clear about the purpose of this
piece of writing
 I know who my audience is
 I will use a suitable layout and text
type

Can I use different sentence types?
Simple sentences:

My work
I am proud of my work because...
• I have written clearly so that my reader can
understand my writing easily.
• I have checked my spelling and corrected any
errors.
• I have used full sentences with a subject and a
verb.
• I have used correct punctuation and grammar.

• I have paragraphed my work using TIPTOP.
• My writing is suitable for the person I am writing
for.

Can I spell familiar words accurately?

contains a subject and a
verb and can contain an object
• Sarah likes to read in the library.
• Tom enjoys reading at home.

Compound sentences:

joins two simple
sentences using the connectives: for, and, nor, but,
or, yet, so.
• Sarah likes to read in the library but Tom
prefers to read at home.

Complex sentences:

A complex sentence
contains a conjunction such as because, since, after,
although, or when .
• Because Robert felt tired, he only studied
for an hour.
• Although the rain had stopped, the pitch
was still water-logged.
• Paul enjoys Music, however, he is more
proficient in Art.

Common contractions
We must use an apostrophe to replace any
letter(s) we have left out.
11 o’clock
Aren’t
Can’t
Couldn’t
Didn’t
Doesn’t
Don’t
Hadn’t
Hasn’t
Haven’t
He’d
He’ll
He’s
How’d
How’ll
How’s

I’d
I’ll
I’m
Isn’t
It’d
It’ll
It’s
Mightn’t
Mustn't
Shan’t
She’d
She’ll
She’s
Shouldn’t
They’d
They’ll

They’re
Wasn’t
We’d
We’ll
We’re
Weren’t
What’d
What’ll
What’s
When’d
When’ll
When’s
Where’d
Where’ll
Where’s
Who’d

Who’ll
Who’s
Why’d
Why’ll
Why’s
Won’t
Wouldn’t
You’d
You’ll
You’re

Homophones
I have checked that I have not mixed
up my homophones.

Affect/effect
Bare/bear
Brake/break
Buy/by
For/four
Flour/flower
Grate/great
Hair/hare
Hole/whole
Hour/our
Knight/night
Know/no

Meat/meet
One/won
Passed/past
Peace/piece
Practice (n)/practise (v)
Read/red
Sea/see
Sight/site
Son/sun
To/too/two
Wait/weight
Weak/week
Wear/where

What traffic light am I?
Is my punctuation accurate?

iteracy mat

Basics:

 Every sentence must start with a capital
letter.
 Every sentence must finish with some
form of punctuation: .?!
 Proper nouns need capital letters. These
are unique people, places or things e.g.
there are many cities so ‘city’ doesn’t take
a capital letter. However there is only one
London, therefore it takes a capital letter.
 When writing titles of works such as
books, films or plays:
 Capitalise the first word
 Capitalise any main/important words
 Don’t capitalise minor words such as
‘and’, ‘of’ or ‘the’ e.g. The Sound of
Music, The Wizard of Oz, Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire
 When writing speech:
Go to a new line when a different person
speaks e.g. “Good morning” said the
Headteacher.
“It’s the afternoon!” replied the student.
Each person’s speech is marked with
speech marks e.g. “Walk on the left” said
Mr Mathews.

Can I spell accurately?











Sound out the word
Think about how it looks
Think about a similar word
Is there a memory sentence for this word?
(e.g. big elephants cannot always use small
exits)
Find the word in a list –
o Key words list
o Frequently used words list
o Your own word bank
Look it up in a dictionary/spellchecker
Ask a friend or teacher
To learn it: look, cover, write , check
Once you’ve solved it, add the correct spelling
to your own word bank.

Can I use punctuation?
The Apostrophe

I always aim to use apostrophes correctly.

There are two main reasons why we use apostrophes: for
possession and to replace a letter or letters

Note: Apostrophes are NEVER
used to denote plurals
.

indicates that a sentence has finished

Comma

,

indicates a slight pause in a sentence,
separates clauses in a complex
sentence and items in a list

Question mark

?

goes at the end of a question

Exclamation
mark

!

goes at the end of a dramatic sentence
to show surprise or shock

Apostrophe

‘

shows that letter(s) have been left out
or indicates possession

Full stop

Speech marks

“”

indicate direct speech, the exact
words spoken or being quoted

Colon

:

introduces a list, a statement or a
quote in a sentence

Semicolon

;

separates two sentences that are
related and of equal importance

Dash / hyphen

-

separates extra information from the
main clause by holding words apart

Brackets

( )

can be used like dashes, they separate
off extra information from the main
clause

Ellipsis

…

to show a passage of time, to hook the
reader in and create suspense

Apostrophe for Possession

(To show that something belongs to another)
If a single thing/person owns anything, add an
apostrophe + ‘s’.
•The dog’s bone
•The boy’s homework
•Jones’s bakery
•Yesterday’s lesson
However, if it is plural (more than one), an
apostrophe comes after the ‘s’.
•The dogs’ bones
•The boys’ homework
•Joneses’ bakeries (lots of Jones families)
•Many websites’ content is educational

There/ their/ they’re
Note: special care must be taken over the use of
there, their and they’re as they sound the same but
are used quite differently:
There shows position Your seat is over there
Their shows that ‘they’ own something Their
blazers are navy blue
They’re is short for they are as in They’re
revising every day

ITS
Note: its, which shows that something owns
something (like our, his etc), does not take an
apostrophe: the dog ate its bone and we ate our
dinner

Your/ you’re
Note: special care must be taken over the use of
your and you’re as they sound the same but are used
quite differently:
Your is possessive as in this is your pen
You’re is short for you are as in you’re coming
over to my house

Part

1

2

3

Key Learning SharePoint

Disciplinary Literacy

Treasure Island, plot:
• PART I: ‘THE OLD BUCCANEER’ An old sailor, calling himself ‘the captain’—real name ‘Billy Bones’—comes to lodge
at the Admiral Benbow Inn, paying Jim Hawkins, a few pennies to keep a lookout for a one-legged ‘seafaring man’.
When Billy dies; Jim finds a sea chest, containing money, a journal, and a map. He and Dr. Livesey decide to mount
an expedition to find buried treasure.
• PART II: ‘THE SEA COOK’ Jim ad friends travel to Bristol to find a ship (Hispaniola) and crew for the journey. We are
introduced to ‘Long John’ Silver and Captain Smollett, are to lead the trip. During the voyage Jim—concealed in an
apple barrel - overhears Silver planning a mutiny. Jim alerts his friends.
• PART III: ‘MY SHORE ADVENTURE’ They arrive at the island and Jim sneaks ashore. While exploring he overhears
Silver plotting and murdering several crewmen. Jim meets Ben Gunn who was marooned on the island by Silver and
he agrees to help Jim.
• PART IV: ‘THE STOCKADE’ Meanwhile, Jim’s friends have abandoned ship and come ashore to occupy an old
stockade. There is a battle for the stockade with the pirates. Jim finds the stockade and joins them. The next
morning, Silver appears under a flag of truce. Jim and friends refuse to hand over the map and Silver threatens
attack, another battle begins.
• PART V: ‘MY SEA ADVENTURE’ After the battle several of Jim’s friends are either killed or wounded. Jim escapes and
finds the pirate ship abandoned, which he then takes control of. Once on board he realises a pirate still remains.
They reach a truce but in the end the pirate betrays Jim. There is a battle which Jim wins. Jim returns to the stockade
to find Silver has taken it over.
• PART VI: ‘CAPTAIN SILVER’ Silver and the others argue about whether to kill Jim, Silver finds out that Jim knows the
whereabouts of the ship. Silver and the others set out with the map, taking Jim along as hostage. On their way to
find the treasure, they are ambushed by Jim’s friends. They realise that Ben Gunn has had the treasure all along. Jim
and friends, with Silver as prisoner get back on board the Hispaniola and head back to England. Silver escapes…

Maritime/seafaring language
• Maritime - connected with the sea, especially in relation to seaborne trade or
naval matters.
• Quay/harbour/dock – where boats live
• Starboard/larboard – right and left
• Scuppers - hole in a ship's side to carry water overboard from the deck.
• Ebb – movement of the tide out to sea
• Booms – a beam where the boat’s sail is attached
• Blocks – something used to hoist the sail
• Rudder - a flat piece hinged vertically near the stern of a boat or ship for steering.
• Mast - a tall upright post, spar, or other structure on a ship or boat
• Bow/stern – front/back of a boat
• Fore hold - a hold in the forward part of a ship
• Schooner - a sailing ship with two or more masts
• Berth - a ship's allotted place at a wharf or dock.
• Companion - a raised and windowed hatchway in the ship's deck, with a ladder
leading below and the hooded entrance-hatch to the main cabins.
• Coxswain - he person who steers a ship's boat
• Foc’s’le (forecastle) - the forward part of a ship below the deck, traditionally used
as the crew's living quarters.
• Mizzen/fore-sail – the main sail
• Luff - the edge of a sail next to the mast.
• Coracle - a small round boat made of wickerwork covered with a watertight
material, propelled with a paddle.
• Buccaneer – pirate
Tier 2 & 3 vocabulary
• narrator – the voice telling the story
• cyclical structure - where the end of the story repeats elements of the beginning
• omniscient narration – where the narrator knows everything (is all knowing)
• foreshadowing – a hint of something which is to come later in the story
• Motifs – a recurring image/idea in a story
• limited narration - where the narrator only knows parts of the story
• biographical (context) – dealing with a person’s life
• retrospective narration – a narrator telling the story after the fact
• Exposition – the beginning of a story
• symbolism – where an image/idea is used to represent something else
• Climax – the highest point of tension in a story
• characterisation - how the characters are constructed and presented and how
they develop
• Morality – being good or bad
• Denouement – the ending of a story
• Bildungsroman – a story about growing up or spiritual education
• Futility – pointlessness
• Premonition - a strong feeling that something is about to happen, especially
something unpleasant.
• Prophesy - a prediction that something will happen
• Fortune – luck, chance
• Diabolical – evil, Devil like
• Tyrant - a cruel and oppressive rule

Context
• Robert Louis Stevenson was born in 1850 in Edinburgh, Scotland. Treasure Island features a conflict between respectful gentlemen
and carefree pirates. In his works, like in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, the good and the bad are always bound to each other: the
dastardly pirate Long John Silver remarks how similar he is to the novel’s upstanding young hero, Jim Hawkins. Stevenson also
travelled to California and eventually moved to Samoa, in the Pacific Ocean, to try to recover from illness. He died here in 1894
• Piracy - 1700’s tradition of seafaring. Britain a maritime nation. A time of exploration – ships exploring the east/America etc. The
golden age of pirates – 1650-1680. Often in the Caribbean and Pacific Oceans. There were many real life pirates e.g. Blackbeard, a
notorious pirate probably born in Bristol and died in battle. Colonial powers (Britain, France, Spain) were trying to expand their
colonies by sailing around the world and trading valuables. As a result of this, they engaged in several battles with pirates who
were after the same.

Characters
• Jim Hawkins - The first-person narrator of almost the entire novel. Jim is the son of an innkeeper near Bristol,
England, and is probably in his early teens. He is eager and enthusiastic to go to sea and hunt for treasure.
• Dr Livesey - The local doctor. Dr. Livesey is wise and practical. Livesey exhibits common sense and rational thought
while on the island, and his idea to send Ben to spook the pirates reveals a deep understanding of humanity.
• Long John Silver - The cook on the voyage to Treasure Island. Silver is the secret ringleader of the pirate band. His
physical and emotional strength is impressive. Silver is deceitful and disloyal.
• Billy Bones - The old seaman who resides at Jim’s parents’ inn. Billy, who used to be a member of Silver’s crew, is
surly and rude. He hires Jim to be on the lookout for a one-legged man, thus involving the young Jim in the pirate
life.

Subject:

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Example

Topic/Skill

Key Learning

Inequality

An inequality says that two values are not equal.
𝑎 ≠ 𝑏 means that a is not equal to b.

Inequalities on a
Number Line

Inequalities can be shown on a number line.
Open circles are used for numbers that are less than or greater −5 ≤ 𝑥 < 4
than (< 𝑜𝑟 >)
Closed circles are used for numbers that are less than or equal
or greater than or equal (≤ 𝑜𝑟 ≥)

Linear Sequence

A number pattern with a common difference.

2, 5, 8, 11… is a linear sequence

Term

Each value in a sequence is called a term.

In the sequence 2, 5, 8, 11…, 8 is the third term of the sequence.

Term-to-term rule

A rule which allows you to find the next term in a sequence First term is 2. Term-to-term rule is ‘add 3’
if you know the previous term.
Sequence is: 2, 5, 8, 11…

nth term

A rule which allows you to calculate the term that is in the nth term is 3𝑛 − 1
nth position of the sequence.
Also known as the ‘position-to-term’ rule.
n refers to the position of a term in a sequence.

Fibonacci type
sequences

A sequence where the next number is found by adding up The Fibonacci sequence is:
the previous two terms
1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34 …

7≠3
𝑥≠0

Geometric Sequence A sequence of numbers where each term is found by
multiplying the previous one by a number called the
common ratio, r.

An example of a geometric sequence is:

Quadratic Sequence

A sequence of numbers where the second difference is
constant.

A quadratic sequence will have a 𝑛2 term.

Triangular numbers

The sequence which comes from a pattern of dots that
form a triangle. E.g. 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21 …

Subject: Maths

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8

8

Part

Key Learning

Disciplinary/Literacy
The Earth is almost a sphere. These are its main layers,
starting with the outermost:

crust (relatively thin and rocky); made of minerals
such as oxygen, silicon, aluminium, iron, calcium
and sodium.

mantle (made of solid rock, but can flow very
slowly)

core (made from nickel and iron). The outer core is
liquid and the inner core is solid.

1

2

How do we know about the layers of the Earth? Scientists study shockwaves from
earthquakes. They also examine rocks on the surface and in oceans as well as
volcanoes.
Type

3

Properties





Made up of crystals
Not porous
Hard and durable

Formation

Large crystals – magma cools
slowly
Small crystals – liquid rock
cools quickly

Uses

Pavements and underneath
railways tracks

4

5

Igneous

Sedimentary


Made up of separate
grains

Porous

Most are soft
Weathering (makes
sediments)  erosion 
deposition  compaction and
cementation
Buildings

The Earth is almost a sphere.
These are its main layers,
starting with the outermost:
 crust (relatively thin and
rocky); made of minerals
such as oxygen, silicon,
aluminium, iron, calcium
and sodium.
 mantle (made of solid
rock, but can flow very
slowly)
 core (made from nickel
and iron). The outer core
is liquid and the inner
core is solid.

Metamorphic



Made up of crystals
Not porous

CERAMICS
The uses depend
on their properties.
 Bricks 
strong, durable
& attractive.
 Dishes
unreactive &
can be
decorated.
 Engine blades
 can get very
hot.
In ceramics, huge
numbers of
particles join
together in one big
structure. There
are strong forces
between particles.

KEYWORD
Ceramic
Core

The innermost later of the Earth, which
extends about halfway from the centre of
the Earth to the surface.

Crust

The rocky outer layer of the Earth.

Deposition
Durable
Erosion

Igneous rock

Mantle

The layer of the Earth that is below the crust.
It is solid but can flow very slowly.

Minerals

Kitchen worktops, roofing tiles

Porous

Rock cycle

Rocks change and their materials are recycled. The
Earth’s crust is always moving. When continents
collide, huge forces from inside the Earth push rocks
upwards, and mountains can form. This is called uplift.
This gives us evidence for the rock cycle.

Term: Summer 1

The breaking of a rock into sediments and
their movement away from the original
rock.
Formed when lava or magma cools and
freezes. Their minerals are arranged in
crystals. E.g. granite & basalt.
Liquid rock below the Earth’s surface.

Year Group: 8

Chemicals that rocks are made from.
A porous material has small gaps that may
contain substances in their liquid or gas
states. Water can soak into a porous
material.
Sequence of processes where rocks change
from one type to another, over millions of
years.

Sediment

Pieces of rock that have broken away from
their original rock.

Sedimentary
rock

Formed from layers of sediment, which can
contain fossils. E.g. limestone, chalk and
sandstone.

Transport
Uplift

Weathering

Subject: Science – Earth Structure

A property of a material meaning it is difficult
to damage.

Magma

Strata

6

The settling of sediments that have moved
away from their original rock.

Formed when existing rocks exposed to heat
Metamorphic
and/or pressure over a long time. E.g.
rock
marble, slate and schist.

High heat and / or pressure
(particles are rearranged or
new layers of crystals are
formed)

Weathering;
1.
Physical (temperature change; freeze-thaw).
2.
Chemical (when rain falls on rocks; acids in the rain
reacts with substances in the rock).
3.
Biological (plants and animals break up rocks.
The Rock Cycle; There are many routes around the rock cycle.

DEFINITION
A compound that is hard, strong and has a
high melting point.

Layers of sedimentary rock.
Movement of sediments far from their
original rock.
Uplift happens when huge forces from inside
the Earth push rocks upwards.
The breaking down of rock into smaller
pieces by physical, chemical or biological
processes.

9

Part

Key Learning
The nearest objects
you can see without
a telescope are
artificial satellites
(e.g. ISS). The moon
is a natural satellite.

1

2

Disciplinary/Literacy

LIGHTS AND SPACE

Most of the dots of light we see are starts in our
galaxy.

Some of the dots are other galaxies.

Our nearest large galaxy (Andromeda) can be seen
with a naked eye.

Speed of light = 300 000km/s

Light-time is used to measure distance (not time)
in space because distances are so big.

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM Planets orbit the Sun because of the Sun’s
gravity.

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn can be seen with the naked eye.
The first four planets are called inner planets; they are made of rock. The
conditions on these planets are very different.
The four outer planets are called gas giants; made mainly of hydrogen and
helium. They are very cold and much bigger than the inner planets.

KEYWORD
Artificial
satellite

A manmade spacecraft.

Asteroid

Lumps of rock orbiting the Sun left over from when
the Solar System formed.

Constellations

A collection of stars that make a pattern in the sky.

Exoplanet

Planet that orbits a star outside our Solar System.

Galaxy

4

•
•

A model of the Solar System with the Earth at the
centre.

Heliocentric
model

A model of the Solar System with the Sun at the
centre.

Light year

The distance light travels in a year (over 9 million,
million kilometres).

Milky Way

The galaxy containing our Sun, Solar System and
billions of other stars and planets.

We have day and night because Earth spins on its axis.
It takes 24hrs to complete one full spin. The axis is
tilted by 23.4°.
The earth takes 365 ¼ days to orbit the Sun (one year).
It is hotter in summer due to the tilt of the axis; the
Sun’s rays spread over a smaller area and the days are
longer.

5

6

ARGUMENTS FOR:

The ground did not
seem to move

The Sun and Moon did
appear to move

The stars appeared to
move

EVIDENCE FOR

Galileo used the
telescope and observed
moons in orbit around
Jupiter, not the Earth.

Venus had phases, just
like the Moon.

EVIDENCE AGAINST; Sometimes
the planets seemed to go
backwards

These observations could be
explained if both planets were
orbiting the Sun. We use this
model.

Subject: Science - Universe

Moon

A rocky body orbiting Earth, it its Earth’s only natural
satellite.

Natural
satellite

A moon in orbit around a planet.

Orbit

MODELS OF THE UNIVERSE
Geocentric
Heliocentric
Earth did not move.
Planets orbit the Sun

Term: Summer 1

Collection of stars held together by gravity. Our
galaxy is called the Milky Way.

Geocentric
model

3
•

DEFINITION

Path taken by one object moving around another
larger object, such as a satellite around the Earth.
Earth completes one orbit of the Sun every year.

Phases of the
Moon

Shape of the Moon as we see it from Earth because it
reflects light from the Sun.

Planet

Any large body that orbits a star in the Solar System.

Season

Changes in the temperature during the year as the
Earth moves around its orbit.

Solar system

The Sun and the planets and other bodies in orbit
around it.

Star

Bodies that give out light and that may have a Solar
System of planets.

Sun

The star at the centre of our Solar System.

Universe

Year Group: 8

Everything that exists.

10

Subject: Science – Climate and Earth’s resources

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8

11

Subject: Science - Potential difference and resistance Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8

12

Part

Key Learning

Disciplinary/Literacy

Why do people believe different things?

Superstition = a widely held but irrational belief in
supernatural influences.
Ghost = an apparition of a dead person.
Vegetarianism = the practice of not eating meat or fish

The evidence from the Ancient World of religious belief.

Kistvaen (Cist) = a box tomb (fairly common on Dartmoor)
Creation myths = various superstitions and beliefs from
different cultures aout hw the world/universe began.

What did ancient people believe about the universe?

Monotheistic = belief in one God.
Polytheistic belief in many gods.
Gaia = the Earth.
Uranos = the sky.
Inhumation – the practice of burying the dead.

1

2

Greek and Roman beliefs about the gods.

3

How do ancient beliefs shape our thinking today?

Zodiac = an area of the sky divided into 12 equal divisions (or
signs).
Horoscope – a forecast of a person’s future based on the
supposed positions of the stars at the time of their birth.

Why do we still use horoscopes?

4

Living as a believer – the challenges faced by Jesus of Nazareth.

Monotheism = a belief in only one God.
Western World Religions = Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

5

Subject: P4L

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8

13

3 and 6

2 and 5

1 and 4

Part

Disciplinary/Literacy

Key Learning

Weather: Is what the
atmosphere outside is like day
to day e.g. ‘Its rainy today’.
Climate: Is the long-term
average.
‘The summers are really hot
there’.
The Jet Stream: A fast flowing
air current which can affect the
weather which stays over the UK

Our climate comes from the global atmospheric circulation of air. This is where warm air rises at the equator, it cools forms clouds,
and it rains. This cold air then flows away from the equator toward the tropics where it falls. Once the air reaches the ground it is then
sucked back to the equator. This circular movement of air happens in a cell. There are 3 cells, Hadley, Ferrell, Polar.
The Jet stream also affects our climate. This high band of fast-moving air will pull warm air up from the Equator resulting in warm
weather. When it is south of the UK it will cause cold air to come down from the polar regions. The UK gets it weather from different
air masses. Air picks up the characteristics of the area it travels over. If air travels over water, it is wet. If it travels over land, it is dry.
If it comes from the north, it is cold, warm if it comes from the south.
The reasons for different temperatures across the UK are;
1. Latitude – the closer to the equator the warmer it will be due to the increase in intensity of the sun’s rays.
2. Altitude – the higher the land the lower the temperature due to fewer air molecules. Temperature decreases by 1oC per 100m in
height.

Pressure: When air falls it
pushes down on us creating high
pressure.
Anticyclone: High pressure
circles in a clockwise direction
Precipitation: Water droplets
falling from the clouds in the
form of rain, snow, sleet and
mist.

The UK is affected by high and low pressure. High pressure happens when cold air is sinking. Imagine the amount of air pushing down
on your head is getting heavier creating more pressure. Low pressure happens when warm air is rising. Where air is falling we
experience an anticyclone, the air moves in a clockwise direction. This brings clear skies as no clouds can form. In the summer it
means it is warm due to the suns rays. In winter it is cold and there will be frosts overnight.
The UK experiences 3 types of rainfall.
The first is relief which happens where there are areas of high land: 1. Warm, wet air is forced over the high land. 2. As the air rises it
cools, condenses, forms cloud and precipitation occurs. 3. The drier air descends. 4. There is a rain shadow
The second is convectional: 1. The sun heats the air and it rises. 2. The air cools, condenses. 3. This forms clouds. 4. This creates heavy
storms often with thunder and lightening.
The final type if frontal. 1. Warm air and cold air meet. 2. The warm air is forced over the cold air. 3. The air cools and condenses
forming clouds. 4. Precipitation occurs.

Isobars: Lines which join areas
of equal pressure on a weather
map.
Microclimate: A local set of
atmospheric conditions that
differ from those in the
surrounding areas, often
affected by mountains, trees,
buildings.
Heat islands: Urban areas that
experience higher temperatures
than outlying areas.

When measuring the weather meteorologists collect rain data using a rain gauge. Temperature is also collected using a thermometer.
Wind direction and strength is measured using a wind gauge. Pressure is measured using a barometer.
Climate data is presented using a climate graph which shows the average rainfall and temperature for each month across a year. The
line graph shows temperature, the bar graph shows rainfall.
Pressure is shown on pressure maps using Isobars.
Factors affecting microclimates
1. Physical features –, Trees provide shade, water like lakes and streams
have a cooling effect.
2. Buildings – give off heat meaning that temperatures will be warmer around them.
They also change wind speed and direction.
3. Surface – the colour of the ground affects temperature, dark surfaces like tarmac will be warmer.
4. Aspect – this is the direction somewhere faces. South facing slopes in the UK are warmer than south facing slopes.
Heat islands are created because structures such as buildings, roads, and other infrastructure absorb and re-emit the sun's heat more
than natural landscapes such as forests and water bodies

Subject: Geography

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Part

1
and
4

Disciplinary/Literacy

Key Learning

Atom Bomb
Pacific
Manhattan
Satellite
United Nations

Why did the Americans drop the atom bomb on Hiroshma?
The war in the Pacific was hell. The Japanese fought bravely and despite assured of defeat refused to surrender. The American’s were forced to Island
hop towards the Japanese mainland and battles at places such as Iwo Jima and Okinawa cost many lives. The American’s had developed the atomic
bomb through the Manhattan Project in secret and were now willing to use to end the war. The bomb changed everything. O1957: Sputnik launched.
On 6th August the Enola Gay dropped a bomb nicknamed “Fat Man” on a T-shaped bride over Hiroshima. In an instant around 60,000 people were
killed and a further 200,000 would die of radiation poisoning and the fallout from the bomb. Did the Americans drop the bomb out of revenge, or as a
demonstration of American power to the Russians? They argued that it’s usage saved the lives of many people that would have been lost had the war
continued.
The UN
The United Nations was established so countries could act together to face common challenges. It aims to promote peace and universal human rights.
It’s ran by a Secretary General and is based in New York. The main decision making body is the Security Council and the General Assembly although it
also carries out important charitable duties through it’s bodies UNICEF and UNESCO .

Containment
Ideology
Capitalism
Communism

The Development of the Cold War
After WW II ended a new potentially more dangerous conflict developed between America and Russia. Partly this was based on different ideas about
how the countries should be run with America favouring Capitalism and Russia favouring Communism. It also developed because of the personalties
involved. During the war the American President Roosevelt had enjoyed a friendly relationship with the leader of Russia Joseph Stalin. However when
Roosevelt died in 1945 his successor Harry S. Truman was determined to take a tougher stance towards Russian actions in Eastern Europe. The powers
met at Yalta and Potsdam to arrange how Europe should be governed but by 1946 Churchill described the establishment of an “Iron Curtain” over
Europe that would divide Europe for nearly 50 years.
The Space Race
With the threat of nuclear conflict on Earth an alarming possibility the super powers also sought to compete in space. The Russians launched the first
satellite called Sputnik in 1957, followed by the first man in Space Yuri Gagarin in 1961. The Americans were left trailing behind their Soviet rivals.
However in 1969 they successfully landed on the Moon. This was more than a contest for conquest of the stars, it demonstrated a countries technical
superiority and led to many advancements on Earth. It was however expensive. It also led to massive innovations in communication technology as
well scientific developments that are ongoing to this day.

Mutually assured
Destruction
Deterrent
Détente
Buffer Zone

The Cuban Missile Crisis
The most dangerous clash of the Cold War came in 1962 around the island of Cuba. It had been taken over by a revolutionary called Fidel Castro and following a
disastrous failed American invasion at the Bay of Pigs was forced to seek protection from the USSR. An American U2 Spy Plane soon discovered that the Russians were
building nuclear missile sites on the island and with potential missile carrying ships detected the Americans decided to establish a blockade of the island. For 13 days a
nuclear war seemed the most likely outcome and the world held it’s breath. At the 11 th hour however a change of attitude and rushed diplomacy led to an agreement
being reached in which the Russians withdrew their military from Cuba and in return the Americans promised to never invade Cuba and also to withdraw their nuclear
weapons from Turkey thus ushering in a new period of greater communication and co-operation between America and the USSR which became known as Détente.
The Berlin Wall
Another frequent flash point was the city of Berlin. It had been divided after WW II and split between the victorious allies. However it lay far in the Eastern Communist
sector of Berlin. As Germany was split so was Berlin. In 1961 in an attempt to stop East Germans fleeing to seek a better life in the West the Communist erected the
Berlin Wall. It would remain a source of great tension and a powerful symbol of the Cold War throughout it’s existence. Germans talked of “Wall Fever” a sickness
brought on by it’s existence. It’s eventual collapse in 1989 brought the end of Communism in many countries in Eastern Europe and it’s destruction was seen as a vital
victory for freedom loving people everywhere.

2
and
5

Part
3
and
6

Subject: History

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Subject: French

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8

16

Part

1

Key Learning: Describiendo una foto, Las Vacaciones
En la foto,
se puede ver …
In the photo,
Está = he/she/it is…
Están = they are ...

2

3

4

5

6

En la foto, hay…
= In the photo, there
is/there are…
no hay……
there isn’t….

a la izquierda = on the left
a la derecha = a on the right
al fondo = in the background
en primer plano = in the foreground
en el centro = in the centre
al lado de = next to
cerca de = near to
lejos de -= far from
arriba = above
abajo = below
en el campo = in the countryside
en la costa = on the coast

un edificio = a building
un árbol/unos árbol = a
tree, some trees
un concierto = a
concert
una fiesta = a party
una playa = a beach
una iglesia = a church
un parque = a park
un hotel = a hotel

Q1 ¿Qué tiempo hace normalmente en Inglaterra/España? (What is the weather
normally like in England/Spain?)
hace buen/mal tiempo (it’s
en primavera (in spring)
Good/bad weather)
Normalmente
hace calor (it’s hot)
(Normally)
en verano (in summer)
hace frío (it’s cold)
hace sol (it’s sunny)
en Inglaterra
en invierno (in winter)
hace viento (it’s windy)
(In England)
hay niebla (it’s foggy)
En España
en otoño (in autumn)
hay tormenta (it’s stormy)
(In Spain)
llueve (it rains)

PEOPLE
un hombre/una mujer = a man/a woman
un chico/una chica = a boy/a girl
una familia = a family
una pareja = a couple
unos estudiantes = some students
unas personas = some people (personas)
mucha gente = lots of people
un profesor/una profesora = a teacher
un grupo de amigos = a group of friends
unos compañeros de trabajo = some
workmates
un camarero/una camarera = a
waiter/waitress

Q3. ¿Cuánto tiempo fuiste? ¿Cómo fue? (How long for? / How was it?)

Fui
(I
went

un fin de semana (a
weekend)
diez días (10 days)
una semana (a week)
dos semanas./una
quincena (a fortnight)
un mes (a month)

Q2. ¿Adónde fuiste de vacaciones?¿Con quién fuiste? (Where did you go on holidays?
With whom did you go ?)
mi familia
Fui a
Inglaterra (England)
El verano pasado
(my family)
(I went to)
Escocia (Scotland)
(last summer)
mis amigos
Fuiste a
Gales (Wales)
El invierno pasado
(my friends)
con
(you went to)
Francia (France)
(last Winter)
mi mejor amigo/a
with
Alemania (Germany)
Fue a
El año pasado (last year)
(my best friend)
España (Spain)
(he/she went to)
Hace un mes
mis hermanos
Portugal (Portugal)
Fuimos a
(A month ago)
(my siblings)
Italia (Italy)
(We went to)
Hace quince días
mis abuelos
Grecia (Greece)
Fueron a
(2 weeks ago)
(my grandparents
(they went to
En junio (In June)

Subject: Spanish

Term: Summer 1

OPINIONS
A mi parecer es = In my
opinión, it is
A mi modo de ver es = In
my opinión, it is
Desde mi punto de vista
= In my opinión, it is
Pienso que es = I think
that it is
Creo que es = I believe
that it is
Diría que es = I would say
that it is

Era
(It was)

estupendo (great)
genial (great)
aburrido (boring)
horrible (horrible)
un desastre (a
disaster)
fatal (awful)

Viajé en (I travelled by)
Fui a la playa (I went to the
beach)
Jugué al golf (I played golf)
Visité monumentos (I visited
monuments)
Bailé (I danced)
Monté en bicicleta ( I rode a
bike)
Descansé (I relaxed)
Voy a (I’m going to)
Vamos a (We are going to)

Year Group: 8

autocar (coach)
coche (car)
avión (plane)
tren (train)
barco (boat)
bicicleta (bike)
monopatín
(skateboard)
una piscina (a pool)
un gimnasio (a gym)
una playa ( a beach)
un parque (a park)
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FORMAL ELEMENTS; COLOUR, SPACE, LINE,
PATTERN, TEXTURE, SHAPE, FORM, TONE

Subject: Art and Design

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8

18

Part

Key Learning

•

Co mput er ani mati on i s the process used f or di gitall y gener ati ng ani mat ed i mages. The mor e general ter mcomput er- gener at ed i magery enco mpasses bot h
static scenes and dynamic images, while computer animation only refers to moving images.

•

I n comput er graphi cs, extrusi on ref ers to renderi ng of a three- di mensi onal (3D) obj ect from a Two- Di mensi onal one by essenti ally grabbi ng a li ne and
stretching it out along a new third axis, accomplished in the same manner as a square is turned into a cube.

•

Proportional Edit is a way of transforming selected elements (such as vertices) while having that transformation affect other nearby elements.

•

Renderi ng or i mage synt hesi s is the pr ocess of generati ng a phot or eali sti c or non- phot or eali sti c i mage fro m a 2D or 3D model by means of a co mput er
program.

1

2

Subject: Computing

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Part
1

Key Learning
To begin to explore Treasure Island and explore the emotional connotations associated in this play
•
Key plot points
•
Emotional opinion on play

2

To begin to explore the characters of Treasure Island and decide within my groups what scenes we are going to
perform and what characters we are playing
•
Different characters in Treasure Island
•
Storyboard of the story

3

To explore the language used within treasure island focusing on the character I have chosen.
•
Looking at what is imposed on the characters
•
Getting students to connect with play
To understand how language can create a character in The Tempest.
Physical Interpretation of Character: Facial expressions, Gait (walk), Posture, Body Language, Gesture
Vocal Interpretation of Character: Volume/Projection, Pitch, Pace, Pace, Accent
Artistic Intention of your ability to physical interpret your character and portray this physically changing your body
language, facial expression and voice.

4

To create a script from the selected scenes.
•
Script creation from scenes
•
Rehearsal of scenes

5

To rehearse and polish my scenes ready to perform next week, looking at physically and vocally.
Rehearsal of chosen scenes
Tips for learning lines

Resources

Read the lines aloud, Little and often, Record yourself saying the lines then listen back, Walk around a while you are
practicing your lines (this will also help you to develop character), Learn the line which is said before yours so you can
use it as a prompt, Listen to what the other characters are saying so the lines make more sense

6

To take part in a group perform to my class from the play Treasure Island.
•
Performance
Gesture – the actions used by an actor to show what the character is feeling or what they are doing.
Facial expressions – changes made to the face to show how the Character is feeling.
Body Language – the emotion shown by an actors movement or position of their body.
Posture – the position that a character is sitting or standing in. It helps to show their emotions.

Subject: Drama

Term: Summer 1

Disciplinary Literacy
Physical Interpretation of Character
Vocal Interpretation of Character
Artistic Intention
Movement techniques
Gesture
Ensemble performance
Mime
Improvisation
Gesture
Facial expressions
Body Language
Posture
Facial expressions
Gait (walk)
Posture
Body Language
Gesture
Volume/Projection
Pitch Pace
Pace
Accent
Hot seating

(23) ALICE IN WONDERLAND | New Official Full
Trailer (HQ) | Official Disney UK - YouTube
(23) The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe Trailer | Movieclips
Classic Trailers - YouTube
(23) Avatar | Official Trailer (HD) | 20th Century
FOX - YouTube
(23) Treasure Island (2012) Trailer - YouTube
(23) Treasure Island - Full Movie - Animated
Cartoon - YouTube

Year Group: 8
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Week Beginning 25/4/22

30/5/22

2/5/22

9/5/22

16/5/22

Subject Topic

The development of Video Game music and composing
your own piece of video game music

To understand how sampling began
to be used in Video Game Music.

To recognise that music can affect
the style and mood of the game,
with being used in both cues and
themes.

To understand that modern day video
game music is now fully orchestrated

To analyse Video Game Music
commenting on the various musical
elements and techniques being used.

Key Learning

Key words:Soundtrack
Music which accompanies video games
Sound effects
An artificially created or enhanced sound, or sound
process
Chiptunes
A style of music which used simple melodies
Synthesizer
An electronic musical instrument that generates audio
signals

Key words:Sampling
"In music, sampling is the act of
taking a portion, or sample, of one
sound recording and reusing it as an
instrument or element of a new
recording.
Stereo
stereo usually means two-channel
sound recording and sound
reproduction using data from two
speakers
Mono
Music, that is recorded and or played
back using one audio channel.
ADSR
Its hardware which has an effect on
an electrical instrument to make the
notes Attack, Decay, Sustain or
Release
www.bandlab.com

Key words:Cues
These cues are used to inform
players what can be interacted with,
where to look, and where to go
within the game world.
Theme
A tune that can be linked with a
certain game

Key words:Orchestration
Adapting or writing music for an
orchestra to play
Leitmotif
Leitmotif is a "short, recurring musical
phrase" associated with a particular
person, place, or idea.

Key words:Texture
Harmony
Tonality

www.bandlab.com

www.bandlab.com

Low stakes test & Half Term
Assessment

Low stakes test
Half Term Assessment

Low stakes test
Half Term Assessment

Basic instructions for working on
bandlab.com
1 Create a free account
2 Click on create
3 New Track
4 Add track Piano –
play in a melody line
5 Add track drum
machine- click on
certain boxes so that
parts of the drum kit
play at different
times
6 ‘Play’ around adding
loops or by using
sample sounds
7 ‘Play’ with loops
dragging and
dropping samples
into your piece
8 Right click to delete
any unwanted tracks

Linked Assessment

Low stakes test
Half Term Assessment

Resources

Link to SharePoint

www.bandlab.com

Low stakes test
Half Term Assessment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvNQLJ1_HQ0

Subject: Music

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Part

Key Learning

Disciplinary/Literacy

Sublimation Printing
A sublimation printer and associated heat press, allows the user to ‘sublimate’ shapes, patterns and images, on to the surface of
materials, such as polypropylene and textiles. It is a straightforward process, whereby a design is produced using CAD software. The
design is printed using a sublimination printer, which is very similar to a regular ink jet printer, with the exception that it has been
adapted for sublimation ink cartridges. The printed image, is placed on the surface to be sublimated, between the top and bottom
plate of a heat press. Pressure and heat is applied (according to the manufacturers recommended time and temperature), turning the
printed image into a gas. The gas penetrates the surface of the material and solidifies, produces a permanent image. Once cool, the
printed product can be removed.

Sublimation
Natural fibre
Synthetic Fibre

Computer Aided Design

2

Computer Aided Design (CAD)
Computer Aided Design (CAD) is a vital tool for a Product Designer. CAD software allows a designer to quickly produce 3D
images/designs. The design can then be rotated, colour rendered and analysed/evaluated. Then it can be improved. Software such as
SketchUp, provided by Google, is ideal for a young designer or a professional.

Mordant
Resist dye

3

Dyeing Fabrics
There are several different ways of dyeing fabrics
- Stock or yarn - dyes the fibres before they become fabrics
- Piece - dyes pieces of fabric
- Garment - dyes clothing once it is made
Dyeing usually takes place in large vats before being heated and dried.
Sewing Machines
Home sewing machines are designed for one person to sew individual items while using a single stitch type at a time. In a modern
sewing machine, the process of stitching has been automated so that the fabric easily glides in and out of the machine without the
inconvenience of needles, thimbles and other tools used in hand sewing. Early sewing machines were powered by either constantly
turning a handle or with a foot-operated treadle mechanism. Electrically-powered machines were later introduced.

Bobbin
Presser foot

Plain seams
Two pieces of fabric are joined together with a running stitch allowing for a seam allowance, which must be measured correctly to the
desired width otherwise the garment being sewn will be the wrong size or shape, and needs neatening to prevent fraying (achieved by
overlocking or pinking shears)

Raw edge
Pinking shears
Seam allowance

Patchwork
Patchwork or "pieced work" is a form of needlework that involves sewing together pieces of fabric into a larger design. The larger
design is usually based on repeating patterns built up with different fabric shapes (which can be different colours). These shapes are
carefully measured and cut, basic geometric shapes making them easy to piece together.

Measuring tape
Tailors chalk

1

4

5

6

Subject: Fashion – Unit 1

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Subject: Fashion – Unit 2

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Part

1

2

3

4

5

6

Key Learning

Disciplinary/Literacy

Introduction - Bread tasting
Sensory evaluation – when you eat food you are judging its following characteristics: appearance, taste,
smell and texture. All foods products need to be acceptable to eat by a wide variety of people. Sensory
evaluation helps us to make sure that a food product meets expectation, allows us to compare it to
another food product and check on the quality and shelf life of a food product over time. Bread is a staple
food in much of the world. Bagels, pitta bread, soda bread, Naan bread and croissants are all examples of
bread products from around the world.
Bread is made from strong flour, yeast, salt and water. Fat is often added to extend the shelf life while
sugar is added for sweetness, colour and to feed the yeast. The type of flour used to make bread is strong
flour, which is high in a protein called gluten. Gluten forms when water is added to flour and mixed. Bread
dough needs gluten to support the gas bubbles of carbon dioxide that are created during the making
process to give bread a light texture. Yeast is used in leavened bread. Yeast produced carbon dioxide gas
and rises the bread. Yeast is killed by too much sugar, salt and heat.
Pizza – Factors influencing different cuisines
The climate or weather is a controlling factor for what farmers can grow. The landscape of a region
governs which crops and animals are raised for food. In the north of Italy a hard wheat called Durum
wheat can be grown due to the cooler climate. Durum wheat has a high gluten content perfect for making
bread. Southern Italy has a warmer climate and is perfect for growing crops such as tomatoes and Olives.
Pasta is a food that contains starch, a carbohydrate which provides energy for our bodies. Starch is a
complex carbohydrate, providing slower release of energy than simple carbohydrates such as sugars.
Pasta especially wholemeal pasta is a source of fibre.
Durum wheat flour is also used to make pasta as it is high in protein, holds its shape during cooking,
making a stretchy dough. Basic pasta dough is made from flour, salt, eggs, oil and water. Pasta is available
in different shapes and varieties – for example Farfalle – bow ties, Penne – tubes, Fusilli – twists. Different
shaped pasta is designed to hold different styles of sauce.
Lemon drizzle cake - The benefits of eating fruit.
A diet rich in a variety of fruits and vegetables can make us healthier. The aim is to eat at least five
portions of fruit and vegetables each day. Try eating a rainbow of coloured fruit everyday to provide you
with all the micronutrients your body requires. Fruits contain a variety of micronutrients especially vitamin
C. They are also a good source of fibre. Adding fruit such as sultanas, strawberries, blueberries and lemon
to a cake can add flavour, texture and colour to the dish as well as improve the nutritional value.

Aroma – smell
Mouthfeel – How a food product feels in the
mouth.
Sensory descriptors – words to describe the
appearance, texture, taste and aroma of food
Staple food – Foods which make up the main part
of the traditional diet.
Prove – leaving dough to rise
Gluten – Stretchy protein found in flour.
Fermentation – The process when yeast converts
sugars to give off carbon dioxide gas.

Macaroni cheese incorporates a cheese sauce using the roux method.
A sauce is a well flavoured liquid which has been thickened. Sauces are added to food to provide colour,
flavour and texture. They can bind different ingredients together, make a dish look appetising and
attractive. Starch is the main food source of plants. It is made up of molecules of glucose. Starch is very
useful because it can thicken mixtures – this is called gelatinisation.

Subject: Food Technology

Term: Summer 1

Resources

Durum wheat – a hard wheat
Climate - the weather conditions prevailing in an
area in general or over a long period.

Carbohydrate – one of the five nutrients – a macro
nutrient.
Whole grain – All the edible parts of the grain –
the germ, endosperm and bran
Al dente – firm to the bite, a description of the
texture of correctly cooked pasta.
Creaming – the process of creaming fat and sugar
together, which traps tiny air bubbles into the
mixture
Juice – to squeeze the juice from fruits or
vegetables
Zest - scrape off the outer coloured part of the
peel of (a piece of citrus fruit) for use as flavouring.
Gelatinisation – the name of the process for when
starch granules are mixed with a liquid and
heated; they swell and break open, causing the
liquid to thicken
Roux – a mixture of melted fat and flour, which is
used as a base of a sauce.

Year Group: 8
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Subject: Workshop

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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Subject: Engineering

Term: Summer 1

Year Group: 8
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My Diary :
Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1
25/04/2022

26/04/2022

27/04/2022

28/04/2022

29/04/2022

30/04/2022

01/05/2022

02/05/2022

03/05/2022

04/05/2022

05/05/2022

06/05/2022

07/05/2022

08/05/2022

09/05/2022

10/05/2022

11/05/2022

12/05/2022

13/05/2022

14/05/2022

15/05/2022

16/05/2022

17/05/2022

18/05/2022

19/05/2022

20/05/2022

21/05/2022

22/05/2022

23/05/2022

24/05/2022

25/05/2022

26/05/2022

27/05/2022

2

3

4

5

My Homework
Week

25/04/2022

02/05/2022

09/05/2022

16/05/2022

23/05/2022

My Reading Record - To be completed at the end of each DEAR session
Date
25/04/2022
26/04/2022
27/04/2022
28/04/2022
29/04/2022
02/05/2022
03/05/2022
04/05/2022
05/05/2022
06/05/2022
09/05/2022
10/05/2022
11/05/2022

Book Title

Pages

Main Events

My Reading Record - To be completed at the end of each DEAR session
Date

12/05/2022
13/05/2022
16/05/2022
17/05/2022
18/05/2022
19/05/2022
20/05/2022
23/05/2022
24/05/2022
25/05/2022
26/05/2022
27/05/2022

Book Title

Pages

Main Events

Home Contact

